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Abstract. Functional responses describe how changing resource availability affects consumer resource use, thus providing a mechanistic approach to prediction of the invasibility and
potential damage of invasive alien species (IAS). However, functional responses can be context
dependent, varying with resource characteristics and availability, consumer attributes, and
environmental variables. Identifying context dependencies can allow invasion and damage risk
to be predicted across different ecoregions. Understanding how ecological factors shape the
functional response in agro-ecosystems can improve predictions of hotspots of highest impact
and inform strategies to mitigate damage across locations with varying crop types and availability. We linked heterogeneous movement data across different agro-ecosystems to predict
ecologically driven variability in the functional responses. We applied our approach to wild
pigs (Sus scrofa), one of the most successful and detrimental IAS worldwide where agricultural
resource depredation is an important driver of spread and establishment. We used continentalscale movement data within agro-ecosystems to quantify the functional response of agricultural resources relative to availability of crops and natural forage. We hypothesized that wild
pigs would selectively use crops more often when natural forage resources were low. We also
examined how individual attributes such as sex, crop type, and resource stimulus such as distance to crops altered the magnitude of the functional response. There was a strong agricultural functional response where crop use was an accelerating function of crop availability at
low density (Type III) and was highly context dependent. As hypothesized, there was a reduced
response of crop use with increasing crop availability when non-agricultural resources were
more available, emphasizing that crop damage levels are likely to be highly heterogeneous
depending on surrounding natural resources and temporal availability of crops. We found significant effects of crop type and sex, with males spending 20% more time and visiting crops
58% more often than females, and both sexes showing different functional responses depending on crop type. Our application demonstrates how commonly collected animal movement
data can be used to understand context dependencies in resource use to improve our understanding of pest foraging behavior, with implications for prioritizing spatiotemporal hotspots
of potential economic loss in agro-ecosystems.
Manuscript received 23 April 2019; revised 22 August 2019; accepted 4 September 2019. Corresponding Editor: David S.
Schimel.
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INTRODUCTION
The manner in which invasive alien species (IAS)
select resources affects the extent of ecological and economic damage they cause (Vitousek et al. 1997, Pimental 2007, Shwiff et al. 2012). At a fundamental level,
resources are exploited by consumers, IAS or otherwise,
depending on a functional response, which describes the
relationship between intake rate of a consumer and
resource density or availability (functional response;
Holling 1959, Murdoch and Oaten 1975). There are
three general families of functional responses: a linear
functional response (Type I), a hyperbolically saturating
functional response (Type II), and a sigmoidally saturating functional response (Type III; Fig. 1; Holling 1959).
These functional responses can reflect different underlying foraging behaviors, have different effects on predicted stability of ecological systems at equilibrium, and
determine the ability of a species to invade a system
(Murdoch and Oaten 1975, Van Leeuwen et al. 2007).
Studies on the functional response of invasive species
have led to an emerging paradigm in invasion ecology
that uses functional responses to predict the impact of
IAS upon invasion (Dick et al. 2014, 2017; but see
Vonesh et al. 2017). However, functional responses of
IASs are typically measured in the lab and with a single
resource (where resource density is manipulated and
resource consumption is measured, e.g., Holling 1959),
which can ignore realistic context dependencies present
in nature (Dick et al. 2014, Paterson et al. 2015).
In contrast, resource selection analyses often consider
functional responses at the landscape level (henceforth
landscape functional response), where the relationship
between the proportion of available and used resource in
an animal’s home range is quantified (e.g., Mysterud
and Ims 1998, Godvik et al. 2009). One disadvantage of
landscape functional responses is they typically do not
directly measure resource consumption, but rely on
proxies of resource use, such as time spent in a resource
(Mysterud and Ims 1998). An advantage of landscape
functional responses is that covariates associated with
context dependencies in resource use, such as availability
of multiple resource types, can be measured in the field
to highlight potential mechanisms affecting resource
selection (Mysterud and Ims 1998). Landscape functional responses are well suited to examine four general
factors that can affect the functional responses with
respect to a focal resource: focal resource characteristics,
non-focal resource availability, consumer attributes, and
environmental variables (Holling 1959, Dick et al.
2014). In terms of IAS, understanding how these four
factors affect landscape functional responses can
improve our ability to predict their potential impact
under different ecological conditions.

Landscape functional responses, and other metrics of
resource use, are typically quantified using spatial animal movement data (Mysterud and Ims 1998, Manly
et al. 2007). However, between-study differences in the
way that movement data are collected (e.g., animal locations are obtained at different time scales) can make it
difficult to quantitatively compare resource use across
studies. This is particularly problematic when linking
animal movement data from multiple studies to functional responses as the rate of resource use is inherently
time dependent. Recent advances in continuous-time
movement models (Buderman et al. 2016, Hooten and
Johnson 2017) can standardize the time scale of movement trajectories across individuals, while accounting
for the uncertainty in the animal’s true location. Importantly, this allows one to test the drivers of landscape
functional responses under the variability of ecological
conditions spanned by multiple studies, providing a
unique opportunity to link context dependencies in the
landscape functional response to the mechanisms underlying resource use and damage.
Agro-ecosystems are ideal for examining how ecological and environmental conditions affect landscape functional responses because they comprise a complex
matrix of native ecosystems and agricultural crops. Agricultural crops are a seasonally variable resource, which
provide abundant calories, protein, and essential fatty
acids for wildlife, making them particularly vulnerable
to damage and consumption (Putman and Moore 1998,
Shwiff et al. 2012). Crop availability in time and space is
typically documented in great detail. For example, the
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS; USDA
2018a) measures the yearly location of agricultural
resources at a 30 9 30 m scale across the continental
United States. This provides an unparalleled measure of
“availability” of food resources for wildlife, allowing
quantification of how availability of crop resources
affects use by wildlife species, i.e., the landscape functional response. For IAS, this landscape agricultural
functional response can influence the invasibility of an
agro-ecosystem, and the potential impact a species may
have on agriculture upon invasion (Lonsdale 1999, Snow
et al. 2017a). Moreover, understanding how ecological
factors influence the agricultural functional response
can improve predictions of hotspots of highest impact
and inform strategies to mitigate crop damage across
locations with varying crop types and availability.
We examined the landscape agricultural functional
response (hereafter agricultural functional response) of
invasive wild pigs (Sus scrofa) using movement data collected across multiple studies spanning the national level
in the United States. Wild pigs are one of the most
destructive large mammals globally and often have significant ecological impacts on the ecosystems they
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FIG. 1. To compute the agricultural functional response for wild pigs (n = 326), we (A) obtained GPS movement data, (B) fit a
continuous-time functional movement model to the data to place all wild pig movements on the same time scale (Buderman et al.
2016), and (C) rasterized the continuous-time movement trajectory onto an agricultural data layer. Using this rasterized, continuous-time movement data, we computed (D) the amount of time a wild pig spent in particular crop types per month, (E) the number
of visits to crops per month, and additional covariates in the core home range and area available to the wild pig. We used the crop
use data to (F) define the functional response to answer two questions: (G) what is the shape of the agricultural functional response
for wild pigs and (H) what is the effect of non-agricultural forage resources on this functional response?.

invade (Barrios-Garcıa and Ballari 2012, Bevins et al.
2014, Mayer and Beasley 2017). As omnivores with a
generalist diet, wild pigs exploit an array of food
resources, including agricultural crops in both their
native and invasive ranges (Ballari and Barrios-Garcıa
2014). In Canada, wild pigs are spreading rapidly and
use a wide range of agricultural crops (Brook and Van
Beest 2014). Throughout North America, where wild
pigs are invasive and rapidly spreading (Snow et al.
2017a) despite substantial investment on control (Pepin
et al. 2019), depredation of agricultural resources may
play a crucial role in their expansion and establishment
(Tolleson et al. 1995, Paolini et al. 2018). However, crop

selection and usage behavior of wild pigs in agro-ecosystems remain poorly understood, making it challenging
to predict how crop availability might impact wild pig
invasion success.
An understanding of agricultural functional responses
of IASs is an important stepping-stone towards better
prediction of IAS expansion in highly heterogeneous
agro-ecosystems. In comparison to species distribution
models that predict, for example, the probability of
observing an IAS in a crop field given surrounding
covariates, understanding the shape and context dependencies of the agricultural functional response in IASs
directly relates to the foraging mechanisms underlying
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IAS crop use and how these mechanisms are affected by
ecological and environmental factors on the landscape.
Thus, species distribution models are phenomenological,
while functional response models are mechanistic. In
general, accurate mechanistic models will be more
robust in different ecological conditions because they
describe an understanding of how ecological processes
interact rather than relying solely on “in-sample” patterns for prediction.
We hypothesized that wild pigs would selectively use
crops more often when natural forage resources were
low. We tested two predictions regarding the agricultural
functional response. First, we tested whether the shape
of the agricultural functional response was more consistent with a Type II or Type III functional response at
low crop availability. When crops are available, a Type II
response would predict that pigs immediately forage
optimally, whereas a Type III response predicts that pigs
would slowly increase selection as crop densities
increase. In both types of functional responses, saturation occurs at high crop density, in which foraging
behavior is constant despite increasing crop density.
We predicted wild pigs would preferentially use nonagricultural resources until crops became nutritionally
profitable to exploit despite possible risks such as predation or hunting in crop fields and would thus follow a
Type III functional response. Building on this expectation, we hypothesized that the availability of non-agricultural forage resources on the landscape, such as
increased primary productivity, would reduce use of
agricultural resources (Fournier-Chambrillon et al.
1995, Ballari and Barrios-Garcıa 2014). We tested this
second prediction by examining how availability of nonagricultural forage resources affected the functional
response of wild pigs, after controlling for effects of agricultural resource attributes, pig attributes, and environmental characteristics on the functional response. We
expected that increasing the availability of non-agricultural resources would reduce wild pig selection of crops,
despite increased crop availability. Our application
demonstrates how commonly collected animal movement data can be used to understand context dependencies in resource use to improve our understanding of
pest foraging behavior and ability to predict IAS expansion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
National-scale wild pig movement data
We used global positioning system (GPS) data collected from 326 wild pigs in the United States, of which
52 were in California, 76 in Florida, 94 in Texas, 21 in
Missouri, 30 in Georgia, 22 in Louisiana, and 31 in
South Carolina (See Appendix S1: Section S1, Fig. S1).
Data were from 24 different studies conducted between
May 2005 and November 2017 for different lengths of
time and purposes; thus, individuals were collared for
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varying amounts of time and GPS fix rates varied
among studies (e.g., 95% of fixes ranged from 15 to
60 min between each GPS location, see Appendix S1:
Section S1 for details).
We standardized GPS fix rates across wild pigs and
studies by fitting continuous-time, functional movement
models (FMM) to observed GPS data for a given individual (Fig. 1; Buderman et al. 2016, Hooten et al.
2017). The FMM used basis functions to fit a phenomenological, continuous-time, movement model to a
set of discrete GPS fixes (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: Section S2; Buderman et al. 2016), such that we could predict wild pig locations, with uncertainty, at any time
between the start and end of the tracking period
(Appendix S1: Section S2). By using true locations at the
common fix-rate time interval across studies, in this case
two hours, we did not have the ability estimate time
spent in crops and the number of visits to crops because
observing a GPS fix in a crop does not, on its own, provide information on the velocity of the individual. Without such velocity information, which the Buderman
method provides, the ability to estimate time spent in
crops or number of crop visits, and thus predict the functional response, would be severely limited. Moreover,
restricting observations to a two-hour time interval
would require exclusion of data for some individuals
where there were more fine-scale GPS fixes.
Defining use and availability of agricultural crops
We used 30 9 30 m scale agricultural raster data
available from NASS across the contiguous United
States, where each pixel specified the primary type of
crop in that area, including land cover types when there
were no crops (Appendix S1: Section S3; USDA 2018a).
These agricultural raster data varied by year based on
NASS surveys. We defined 10 different crop groups
based on general similarities in crop type and caloric
content that were used in the following analyses
(Appendix S1: Table S1): cereals, fruit and nuts, sugar,
oilseeds, beverages and spices, roots and tubers, vegetables and melons, legumes, tobacco, and other (consisting
of only cotton in this study).
We defined crop use for a particular crop type as the
total time a wild pig spent in a crop type divided by the
total time for which a wild pig was collared in a given
month for a given year (Fig. 1). The total time of crop
use provides an overall metric of use for linking crop use
to crop damage in future studies. Total time of crop use
can also be decomposed into two processes that can provide additional insight into the mechanisms underlying
crop use: monthly visitation rate of wild pigs to crop
fields and average time spent in a crop field per visit. For
example, two pigs could have the same total time of crop
use, but one may have only visited a crop field once for a
long period of time while another visited a crop field
multiple times for shorter periods of time: distinctly different foraging behavior. Moreover, the monthly
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visitation rate of wild pigs to crop fields is closely analogous to a traditional consumer–resource functional
response that describes how the rate of consumer contact and allocation of a resource varies with resource
density (Murdoch and Oaten 1975). Therefore, we also
analyzed monthly crop visitation rate and average time
spent in a crop field per visit as metrics of crop use. We
defined a crop visit as any time a pig entered a crop field
within a month (Fig. 1). Visits to crop fields were considered distinct if they were separated by ≥30 min
(Appendix S1: Section S4). We defined monthly visitation rate as the number of visits per month divided by
the monthly time collared. In Appendix S1: Section S5,
we analyzed average time spent in a crop field per visit.
We defined crop availability for a given wild pig as the
total area of the crop within the area available for foraging. We defined the area available to a wild pig as the
100% minimum convex polygon (MCP) that encompassed all that individual’s GPS fixes (for details see
Appendix S1: Section S6; Thurfjell et al. 2009). While
there are alternatives for defining available area including buffering the 100% MCP by some amount
(Northrup et al. 2013), drawing a circle of available area
centered at the center of an animal’s observed locations
with a radius equal to the farther observed location (i.e.,
capture radius; Bond et al. 2016), and using a utilization
distribution of an animal (Bond et al. 2016), we aimed
to ensure inclusion of all the potential area that was
available to each individual within its home range. We
chose the 100% MCP as it is an intermediate estimate of
available area compared to the capture radius and utilization distribution (Bond et al. 2016). We defined the
area available for a particular crop type as the area of
the crop available divided by the total area available.
Two other crop characteristics could also affect crop
use: the distance a wild pig had to travel to crop patches
and the seasonal availability of crops. We defined the distance to crops as the mean distance between the center
of a wild pig’s core home range (50% MCP) to the center
of crop fields available (Appendix S1: Section S3). For
crop seasonality, we used the most active planting and
harvest date range (the period when 15–85% of the crop
was planted or harvested, based on 20 yr of historical
crop progress estimates; e.g., USDA 2010) to delineate a
time period over which a particular crop was available or
not available for foraging (additional details in
Appendix S1: Section S3).
Non-agricultural covariates
We used the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) as a
general metric for plant productivity and non-agricultural forage availability (Pettorelli et al. 2005, 2011). As
wild pig diet consists primarily of herbaceous forage
(Ballari and Barrios-Garcıa 2014), vegetation indices
provide a proxy for the availability of herbaceous forage
that is consistently measured across a large spatial scale.
For each wild pig, we computed the mean monthly EVI
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in the individual’s core home range, excluding any agricultural land within the core home range from the calculation. Greater values of mean monthly EVI were a
proxy for greater availability of non-agricultural forage
resources (Appendix S1: Section S3). We also included
canopy cover near crop fields as an environmental factor
that could affect crop use by providing cover for wild
pigs within range of a field (Appendix S1: Section S3;
Amici et al. 2012). Hard mast is also an important component of wild pig diets but is highly variable in space
and time. While detailed historical masting data are collected locally at some sites, there was no large-scale, historical hard masting database across the United States.
Because of these challenges, we did not explicitly include
masting as an additional non-agricultural forage resource
in this analysis. However, vegetation indices that predict
spatial and temporal changes in primary productivity
and canopy cover (e.g., EVI and normalized difference
vegetation index [NDVI]) can be reliable for predicting
mast production (Camarero et al. 2010, Fern
andezMartınez et al. 2015) and were thus used as a proxy.
Crop selection analysis
Before analyzing the agricultural functional response,
we performed a resource selection analysis as an overview
of how wild pigs were using crops relative to their availability. In particular, we wanted to ask whether wild pigs
were, on average, using crops in proportion to their availability or disproportionately using crops that were less
available. This was a third-order resource selection analysis (sensu Johnson 1980) as we were looking at resource
selection within a wild pig’s established home range.
We used compositional analysis (Aebischer et al.
1993) to compare the proportion of time spent in particular crops to proportional crop availability in terms of
crop area. We focused on the dominant crop within the
area available to a pig that we defined as the 100% MCP,
with 50–500 m buffering around the 100% MCP to test
the sensitivity of the results to our definition of available
area. We then tested whether the wild pig used the dominant crop in proportion to its abundance, relative to its
use of “other” crops. We considered “other” crops as a
single category for this analysis as we were examining
average resource selection across wild pigs and different
pigs in different regions did not have the same crop types
available. In a compositional analysis with two resources,
“dominant” and “other” in our case, a single-sample t
test determined whether ln(proportion of dominant
used/proportion of other used)  ln(proportion of dominant available/proportion of other available) was significantly different than zero (Aebischer et al. 1993). We
included 122 wild pigs that used two or more crop types
over their collaring time in this analysis. For this analysis, the resource use of one wild pig was one data point
in the compositional analysis t test.
We also examined 131 wild pigs that used at least one
crop type but had two or more crop types “available”
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over their collaring times. For each individual, we
ranked available crops by time of use (one being the
most used) and by total availability (one being the most
available). We then plotted these pig-specific ranks to
examine the relationship between rankings of available
and used crops across all individuals. Note that the 131
wild pigs included pigs that used at least one resource
while the 122 wild pigs in the compositional analysis
included pigs that used at least two resources. This was
because the compositional analysis used the log(ratio of
use between two resources), which was not well defined
when a pig only used one resource. Analyzing rankings
of use and availability avoided this issue and allowed for
the inclusion of additional pigs in this resource selection
analysis.

mean visitation rate (k/collaring time per month) determined by the estimated functional response. To account
for the individual-level duration of monitoring, we
adjusted the mean number of visits by the collar time
such that we were modeling crop visitation rate. We
grouped all crop types into a single crop variable for this
analysis, such that the data that defined the functional
response were the monthly visitation rates to all crop
types for a particular wild pig in a given month in a
given year. We fit the model

The shape of the agricultural functional response

where log(crop area) = log(crop area available/total area
available). This model is a power-law function between
visitation rate and crop area and b is the slope parameter
of interest.
We included a random effect of individual, (1 | pigID),
to allow individual effects of each wild pig to be explicitly modeled because our data included multiple longitudinal measurements for each wild pig over a given time
period. While different individuals may have different
shaped functional responses, there were several wild pigs
in our dataset that were only collared for two to three
months (i.e., two or three data points per individual),
making it statistically difficult to estimate individuallevel variation in the shape of the functional response,
beyond individual variation in the intercept. We
excluded individuals that did not have any available crop
area. There were 958 observations and 231 wild pigs to
which we fit Eq. 1.
We fit this model six times. The first fit included all
958 observations. The other five fits excluded data points
where crop area was greater than the 90th percentile
(n = 862), the 80th (n = 766), the 70th (n = 672), the
60th (n = 578), and the 50th (n = 479) to focus on the
low resource density where Type II and Type III functional responses differ. For each fit we examined the predicted slope b and its 95% credible interval. If our data
were consistent with a Type III functional response, we
predicted that b would increase above one as we increasingly reduced the maximum resource density. In
Appendix S1: Section S7 we fit a generalized functional
response model (Rosenbaum and Rall 2018) and our
results were consistent between the two approaches.

The shape of Type II and Type III functional
responses differ for low resource densities, but both are
saturating curves as resource density increases (Fig. 1).
In contrast, a Type I functional response is linear over
all resource densities. Making the assumption that both
curves can be approximated by the power-law function
consumption rate = a(resource density)b at low resource
densities, then a Type II functional response should be
concave-down with b < 1 and a Type III functional
response should be concave-up with b > 1 at low
resource densities. A Type I functional response should
have b = 1 for all resource densities.
We can use these predictions to test the shape of the
agricultural functional response for wild pigs. First, consider resource levels ranging from zero to the resource
level at which consumption rate saturates. Fitting a
power-law curve to a Type III functional response over
this range could produce b < 1, b = 1, or b > 1 as Type
III functional response has concave-up and concavedown portions (Fig. 1). In contrast, a Type II functional
response would only yield b < 1. If b < 1 for the functional response, a Type II and Type III functional
response could be distinguished by iteratively refitting
the power law to a truncated data set, where some percentage of high resource levels are excluded. In this case,
we would expect to see b increase above 1 for a Type III
functional response as we approached the concave-up
portion of the functional response at low resource levels
and we would expect b for a Type II functional response
to remain the same or to increase to one, but not above
one, at low resource levels. We would expect b for a Type
I functional response to remain at one for all resource
levels.
To test whether the shape of the agricultural functional response was more consistent with a Type I, Type
II or Type III response at low crop densities, we assumed
that the number of crop visits per month per hour was
distributed as a negative binomial, with a parameter k to
account for overdispersion in the number of visits
(k = ∞ corresponds to a Poisson distribution) and the

number of crop visit  Negative Binomialðk; kÞ


k
log
¼ a
collar time per month

(1)

þ b logðcrop areaÞ þ ð1jpig IDÞ

The context dependence of the agricultural functional
response
In our second analysis, we examined how the presence
of non-agricultural forage resources affected the agricultural functional response of wild pigs (Fig. 1). As discussed above, we considered two measures of use:
monthly visitation rate to crops and the total monthly
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time a particular crop was used. For monthly time spent
in crops, we only considered data points for which there
was a non-zero time spent in crops because use vs. no
use was a statistically distinct process compared to total
time of use. To include zeros in our monthly time spent
in crops analysis, we would have to use a hurdle model
to show use vs. no use and total time spent in crops, conditional on use. However, given that our main interest
was total time spent in crops, we focused on the conditional use process of the hurdle model rather than use vs.
no use (note that because the likelihoods of the two processes are separable in the hurdle model we can exclude
the use vs. no-use model without affecting inference on
total time spent in crops). In our analysis of visitation
rate, zeros could have emerged naturally from low visitation rates. To be consistent with our analysis of monthly
time in crops, however, we also excluded months with
zero visits. There were 168 wild pigs and 826 data points
to which we fit these models. Note that we used fewer
pigs in this model than the agricultural functional shape
model in the previous analysis because we excluded pigs
that had crops available but never used crops.
Our response variables were either duration of crop
use (time spent in crop type per month/total time collared per month) or number of crop visits per month
(full model formulation in Appendix S1: Section S8).
Our predictor variables were crop group, log10(crop area
available/total area available) = crop area, mean
monthly EVI in a wild pig’s core home range = EVI,
log10(mean distance from core home range to all available crop fields of particular type) = crop distance,
whether or not a crop type was being planted or harvested in a month = crop seasonality, mean canopy
cover in a 200-m annulus around all crop fields/mean
canopy cover in core home range = canopy cover, and
sex. The link function for each model was given by
g ¼ crop group  crop area
þ crop group  EVI  crop area
þ crop group  ðcrop distance
þ crop seasonalityÞ
þ canopy cover
þ sex þ ð1jpigIDÞ

ðAgricultural FRÞ
ðNon-ag. resopurcesÞ
ðcrop characteristicsÞ
ðEnvironmental factorsÞ
ðPig attributesÞ
(2)

Each model tested the hypothesis that non-agricultural forage resources, represented by EVI, affected the
agricultural functional response, given by the interaction
term in Eq. 2. We z-transformed all continuous variables
before fitting the model in the probabilistic programming language Stan using a Bayesian framework
(Appendix S1: Section S8). We used top-down model
selection to initially include all potentially relevant interactions in the model. We then iteratively removed interactions and covariates that reduced model WAIC
(Appendix S1: Table S2, S3). We also performed a crossvalidated LASSO regression on the full model in Eq. 2
that shrunk nonsignificant coefficients to zero. The
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results were consistent with our top-down model selection. We assessed model goodness of fit using R2 for generalized linear mixed-effect models in a Bayesian
framework (Gelman et al. 2017).
RESULTS
Crop selection
Overall, 52% (168 out of 326 individuals) of wild pigs
used 27 different crop types of the 41 crop types available; 29% (95 individuals) had no crops available, and
19% (63 individuals) had crops available in their home
range but never used them during their collar duration.
The most used crops by state in proportion to other
available crops, were grapes in California, oranges in
Florida, rye in Georgia, sugarcane and corn in Louisiana, soybeans in Missouri and South Carolina, and sorghum in Texas (Appendix S1: Fig. S2). Across all wild
pigs, fruit and nut crops had the greatest crop use per
hour of collaring time, followed by cereal, cotton, sugar,
oilseed, and grasses (Appendix S1: Fig. S3). Vegetables
and melon crops, beverage and spice, and roots and
tubers were available but not used; and tobacco was not
available to wild pigs in this study (Appendix S1:
Fig. S3). Of the crops available, wild pigs tended to use
crops proportionately to their availability relative to
other crops (Fig. 2). On average, they used the dominant
crop available in proportion to its availability (Fig. 2A)
and the rank of crops available described 90% of variation in rank of crops used, with a slope of 0.94 (95% CI
about the slope [0.92, 0.97]; Fig. 2B).
The agricultural functional response
The agricultural functional response for wild pig crop
use was consistent with a Type III functional response at
low crop availability, with accelerating crop use at low
crop availability and evidence for a saturating relationship between crop availability and crop visitation rate at
higher crop availability (Fig. 3A,B, Appendix S1: Section S7). When we included the full observed range of
crop densities the log-log slope of the functional
response had b = 1, inconsistent with a Type II functional response where we would expect b < 1 (Fig. 3B.).
As we progressively excluded higher crop densities b
increased above one, indicating a concave-up relationship between crop use and crop availability that is consistent with a Type III functional response (Fig 3B,
Appendix S1: Section S7). The log-log slope b was statistically different than one at low crop density, providing
evidence against a Type I functional response (Fig. 3).
The presence of non-agricultural forage resources
reduced the agricultural functional response in terms of
monthly time in crops and the monthly visitation rate to
crops (Fig. 4). There was a significant negative interaction between EVI and monthly time in crops and crop
visitation rate: when non-agricultural forage was highly
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FIG. 2. (A) The average proportional use (measured as time
spent in a crop) of the dominant crop available to a wild pig compared to proportional use of other available crops. The average
was for 122 wild pigs that had two or more crops available. Error
bars are  SE in proportional use/availability. The compositional analysis, where each wild pig was one sample, showed no
significant difference between log(proportional use) and the log
(proportional availability of the dominant crop relative to other
crops) (t121 = 0.24, P = 0.81). (B) The relationship between
rank crops used and rank crop available for 131 wild pigs that
used at least one crop and had at least two crops available. The
size of the dot indicates the number of points in an area. The
rank of the crops available to a wild pig predicted 90% of the
variation in the rank of crops used with a slope of 0.94 (95% confidence interval [0.92, 0.97]). The results in panels A and B were
unchanged when we buffered the area available to the wild pig
by 50–500 m around the 100% minimum convex polygon that
determined available space (Appendix S1: Section S6).

FIG. 3. (A) The agricultural functional response of North
American wild pigs. Black points are the observed crop visitation rates for a particular wild pig in a given month in a given
year. The red line gives the best fit agricultural functional
response using a generalized functional response model
(Appendix S1: Section S7). The shaded region is the 95% credible interval about the median visitation rate. (B) The results of
fitting the power-law functional response model given in Eq. 1
to the data shown in A. By iteratively excluding some upper
percentile of crop availability (e.g., 10%, 20%, etc.) and refitting
the model, we would expect the log-log slope (i.e., the powerlaw exponent) of a Type III functional response to increase
above 1. We would expect the log-log slope of a Type II functional response to start below 1 and increase to 1, but not above
1. Finally, we would expect the slope to remain at one for a
Type I functional response. The plot shows the data are consistent with a Type III functional response. This was also confirmed with a generalized functional response model in
Appendix S1: Section S7.

available, the functional response to increased crop availability was weaker (Appendix S1: Tables S4, S5; Fig. 4).
The interactive effect between non-agricultural forage
resources and the functional response (namely, the term
crop area : EVI in Appendix S1: Tables S4, S5) was independent of crop group (DWAIC between the model with

a crop group-specific EVI interaction and the best model
without a crop group-specific interaction: monthly time
in crops model = DWAIC 6.7; crop visitation rate
model = DWAIC 8.4). In contrast, the agricultural functional response in terms of monthly time of crop use varied by crop group (Appendix S1: Table S4, Fig. S4).
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FIG. 4. (A) The effect of non-agricultural resource availability, for which the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) was a proxy,
on the agricultural functional response of wild pigs. The gray
points are the observed monthly time spent in crops for a particular wild pig in a particular crop group in a given month in a
given year. The solid red line (high EVI) and solid blue line (low
EVI) line give the predicted agricultural functional response
with EVI at the 97.5th percentile and 2.5th percentile of the
observed data. (B) The same as panel A, but with crop use
defined as the crop visitation rate, i.e., the number of crop visits
per month per hour.

Generally, wild pigs showed the smallest mean increase
in crop use with a unit increase in crop availability for
grasses and cotton (Appendix S1: Fig. S4). As crops
became more available, wild pigs generally preferred
cereals and fruit and nut crops relative to other crop
groups (as indicated by time spent and visitation frequency), given the same amount of area available
(Appendix S1: Fig. S4, S5).
Additional crop and wild pig attributes also affected
crop use. For every 36% increase in kilometers from the
center of the home range to a crop field, wild pigs
reduced the mean percentage of time in crop fields by a
median of 13% (95% CI [6%, 20%]) and reduced mean
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crop visitation rate by a median of 27% (95% CI [19%,
35%]; Appendix S1: Tables S4, S5). When crops were
seasonally available, pigs spent a median of 12% more
time in crops (95% CI [1%, 23%]; Appendix S1:
Table S4) and this effect did not vary by crop group
(DWAIC between the two models = 3.9: (1) model with
crop seasonality and crop group interaction and (2) best
fit model without this interaction). Canopy cover
around crop fields did not affect either monthly time
spent in crops or monthly visitation rate (Appendix S1:
Tables S4, S5), but was retained in the best fit models for
crop use.
Wild pig identity was an important predictor of crop
use, accounting for the second largest amount of variability in crop use after crop area. Excluding identity
increased WAIC by 104 and 227 units for monthly time
in crops and visitation rate, respectively. Ecologically,
this means that individual pigs showed significantly different propensities to use crops. After accounting for
wild pig identity, sex also was a significant predictor of
crop use, with male wild pigs spending a median of 20%
more time in crops (95% CI [2%, 44%]) and showing a
58% higher crop visitation rate than females (95% CI
[22%, 105%]; Appendix S1: Tables S2, S3). Considering
overall goodness of fit, the best agricultural functional
response model for monthly time in crops (Appendix S1:
Table S2) explained 50% of variation in crop use through
fixed effects only, which increased to 60% of explained
variation when both fixed and random effects were
included (Gelman et al. 2017). Similarly, the best agricultural functional response model for visitation rate
(Appendix S1: Table S3) explained 44% of the variation
in crop use through fixed effects and 67% percent of the
variation in crop use through fixed and individual identity random effects.
DISCUSSION
Invasion ecology has long sought to find consistent
predictors of invasiveness and damage capacity for IAS
(Dick et al. 2014). Functional responses are a promising
way forward, but context dependencies and the extrapolation of laboratory-based functional response to field
predictions limit functional responses when making predictions in an invasion context (Dick et al. 2014, Vonesh
et al. 2017). For wild pigs, an IAS causing significant
ecological damage in North America (Mayer and Brisbin 2009), understanding how they use crops is important because it may be a significant contributing factor
in their expansion (Lewis et al. 2017, Snow et al. 2017a).
Using national-scale wild pig movement data, we found
that variability in agricultural functional responses
across habitats and individuals can be explained by ecological factors such as the availability of non-agricultural
resources, pig attributes, and the stimulus of agricultural
resources.
Wild pigs displayed a strong agricultural functional
response, with increased availability of crop resource
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predicting an increased use in crop resources. The agricultural functional response in wild pigs was consistent
with a Type III functional response, where crop use was
an accelerating function of crop availability at low crop
densities. Moreover, the agricultural functional response
was predictably context-dependent, with pigs responding
to increasing crop availability to a lesser extent when
non-agricultural forage resources were more available.
Taken together, these results suggested wild pigs preferentially used non-agricultural resources over agricultural
resources when non-agricultural forage resources were
available.
Resource switching is a candidate explanation for the
emergence of a Type III agricultural functional response.
In a one-consumer–two-resource system, resource
switching occurs when a consumer tends to use a
resource at disproportionately low rates relative to that
resource’s availability when at low density, and disproportionately high rates when that resource is at high density (Oaten and Murdoch 1975, Van Leeuwen et al.
2007). Dietary studies suggest wild pigs preferentially
forage on non-agricultural resources when available
(Sjarmidi et al. 1992, Fournier-Chambrillon et al. 1995)
but will switch to primarily feeding on agricultural
resources as they become more available (Ballari and
Barrios-Garcıa 2014). A Type III functional response is
even more likely to emerge when one resource is substantially more abundant than another in a two-resource system (Van Leeuwen et al. 2007). Non-agricultural
resources may be more consistently available due to factors such as crop seasonality, the distance needed to travel to forage on crops and crop protection practices,
further promoting the emergence of a Type III agricultural functional response. Resource switching can be driven by a consumer learning to more efficiently exploit a
resource as encounters between consumer and resource
increase (Murdoch and Oaten 1975). Studies have shown
wild pigs can remember locations of profitable resources
and adjust their behavior to exploit these resources
(Held et al. 2005), potentially promoting a Type III
functional response.
Four general factors affect the shape of the functional
response for a focal resource: non-focal resource availability, focal resource characteristics, consumer attributes, and environmental variables (Holling 1959, Dick
et al. 2014). As omnivores, wild pigs feed on whatever
resources are present (Mayer and Brisbin 2009, Lavelle
et al. 2017), but their population dynamics can be
strongly influenced by pulsed resources (i.e., mast seeding; Bieber and Ruf 2005) motivating our prediction that
the agricultural functional response in wild pigs would
change as non-agricultural resources became more available. Similarly, we found that, as non-agricultural forage
resources became more abundant within a wild pig’s
core home range, the agricultural functional response in
terms of monthly crop use decreased disproportionately
more in areas with high crop availability relative to
areas with low crop availability. In other words, when
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non-agricultural forage resources were highly available,
wild pigs responded less to changes in crop availability.
The interactive effect of non-agricultural resource availability on monthly crop use was driven by two factors:
monthly crop visitation rate and average time in crops
per visit (Appendix S1: Section S5), both of which also
showed negative interactions between crop availability
and non-agricultural resource availability.
Crop resource attributes affected the agricultural
functional response beyond crop availability. The distance to crops can be generalized as the stimulus a
resource provides to a consumer (Holling 1959) and we
found that decreasing the resource stimulus (i.e.,
increasing the distance from crops) reduced the magnitude of the functional response. We also found wild
pigs increased time spent in crops when crops were seasonally available, consistent with previous studies in
North America and Europe (Ballari and BarriosGarcıa 2014, Engeman et al. 2018, Paolini et al. 2018).
Finally, the agricultural functional response varied
depending on crop type. For example, it was generally
weaker with respect to grasses and cotton crops (i.e., a
reduced slope) compared to cereals. In terms of calories
alone, grass crops and cotton have a lower caloric
content than most cereal crops that were heavily used
(alfalfa [grass] = 194 kcal/100 g; cotton = 180 kcal/100
g; corn [cereal] = 365 kcal/100 g; sorghum [cereal] =
329 kcal/100 g; rye [cereal] = 338; USDA 2018b). While
the increased functional response slope for cereals
compared to grasses and cotton may reflect increased
caloric values of cereals, calories alone ignore other
nutritional and non-nutritional aspects of a crop. For
example, certain agricultural crops may also provide
seasonal water, cover, refuge, or thermoregulation
opportunities, and crop production practices can alter
soil productivity via soil amelioration or nutrient input
as methods to promote crop growth that may also tangentially increase other favorable herbaceous forage
and crop root pests such as beetle larvae, which may
promote their selection and increase time spent in the
crops. Generally, when comparing linear or log-linear
agricultural functional responses, slope is likely a more
robust measure of resource preference than the magnitude of the agricultural functional response, as the magnitude is also influenced by the intercept that accounts
for intrinsic properties of the resource that affects the
amount of resource use (e.g., how hard it is to move
through the resource), beyond resource preference.
Individual-level heterogeneity is an important driver
of the variance in behavior and landscape use in wildlife
(Morales and Ellner 2002, Patterson et al. 2008). We
identified two consumer characteristics, wild pig identity
and sex, that affected the agricultural functional
response. Given that wild pigs have a variable capacity
to learn (Held et al. 2005), were of different ages in this
study, and were living in different environments, the
importance of individual identity in describing variability in the agricultural functional response was not
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surprising. Sex, on the other hand, was an important
predictor of crop use, with subadult/adult male wild pigs
spending more time in crops and visiting crops more
than females, after accounting for individual-level variability. Previous studies on wild pig movement in North
America found males generally moved more than
females, and that females in matriarchal social groups
(i.e., sounders) generally showed high site fidelity
whereas dispersed and mature males were less risk averse
regarding novel food sources than females, all of which
could promote higher contact with crop fields for males
(Sparklin et al. 2009, Kay et al. 2017, Lavelle et al.
2018). This was supported by our finding of no difference between males and females in terms of average
length of crop visits (Appendix S1: Section S5), suggesting visitation rates were driving differences in monthly
crop use between sexes. Increased contact with crop
fields could promote increased efficiency of crop depredation, suggesting identifying characteristics of animals
that correlate with increased visitation rates can help target individuals that are more risk tolerant (i.e., males
that are less risk averse).
Canopy cover around crop fields, the single environmental factor that we examined in this analysis, did not
alter the agricultural functional response despite previous studies indicating that increased canopy cover would
provide refuge from which wild pigs could raid crop
fields (Amici et al. 2012). While the National Land
Cover Database (NLCD) canopy cover layer depicts the
tree canopy, it does not include understory species that
are similarly important for providing cover and aiding
with thermoregulation for wild pigs (Mayer and Brisbin
2009). Including an additional environmental variable of
understory density could be an important factor for predicting the agricultural functional response. However, in
accordance with previous studies, wild pigs in our study
consistently spent more time in areas with high canopy
cover, reinforcing that cover is an important component
of suitable wild pig habitat both as thermal and hiding
cover from predators (Appendix S1: Fig. S6; Mayer and
Brisbin 2009). Canopy cover may indirectly affect crop
use by determining where an invading wild pig establishes, which may place it in close proximity to agricultural resources.
Individual-level foraging behaviors inform functional
responses that, in turn, shape population-level dynamics (Murdoch and Oaten 1975). The reduction in
agricultural functional response with increasing nonagricultural forage resources suggests potential individual-level foraging mechanisms driving resource use in
wild pigs. Comparing our results with predictions from
foraging theory can help us understand these mechanisms. All else equal, the marginal value theorem of optimal foraging theory predicts average visit length in a
resource patch should decrease as the mean resource
level of patches on the landscape increases (Charnov
1976). In this context, wild pigs should spend less time
per visit in crop fields when non-agricultural resources
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are increasingly available, what we observed, as they
need to acquire less nutrients from crops to meet their
maintenance requirements because they are spending
more time in non-agricultural resources.
In contrast, when limited by foraging time and
resource patches on a landscape are variable, risk-averse
foragers should prefer the less variable resource, even if
the expected net nutrient gain from the more variable
resource is higher (Caraco 1980, 2012). Despite being
nutritionally rich, some crop resources are potentially
more variable than non-agricultural resources in their
availability (e.g., field conversion) and the nutrient composition required for wild pigs to select for them, as
exploiting crops can require long-distance travel and
energetic risks such as increased predation when leaving
areas of high cover and increased injury or mortality
through crop protection methods (Keuling et al. 2009,
Mayer and Brisbin 2009). The optimal strategy may be
to reduce visitation rates to less variable and less risky
non-agricultural forage resources, which is also consistent with what we observed. While crops are not universally more variable and/or riskier to exploit for wildlife
compared to non-agricultural resources, many strategies
for deterring or preventing wildlife from exploiting crops
are energetically costly for the targeted species (e.g., scaring, toxic baiting, shooting, and constructing barriers;
Craven and Hygnstrom 1994, Snow et al. 2017b). Taken
together, our results suggest multiple individual-level
foraging mechanisms may describe how availability of
non-agricultural resources altered the magnitude of the
agricultural functional response in wild pigs.
The damage an IAS inflicts on a resource is directly
related to their functional response to the availability of
that resource (Dick et al. 2014). However, the quantitative link between the observed functional response and
predicted damage is still unclear (Vonesh et al. 2017).
Our research is the first to use national-level movement
data to link space use of a large invasive mammal to
total time spent in crops and functional responses, particularly in agro-ecosystems. The total time spent in
crops could be a useful proxy for quantifying crop damage by wildlife as it likely captures direct damage
through resource consumption and indirect damage
such as trampling or rooting. There are a variety of existing approaches for assessing crop damage by wildlife
such as in-the-field measurements (e.g., Engeman et al.
2018) and farmer and drone surveys (Anderson et al.
2016, Michez et al. 2016). Our approach provides a
potential alternative approach to assessing crop damage
where the resulting functional response model could be
used to retroactively estimate crop damage from where
an animal has spent time and predict crop damage in an
area where an animal has yet to establish. An important
next step before using the results of this study to predict
damage, however, will be to link field-level measures of
damage to the GPS movements of an animal. An additional challenge in predicting potential crop damage
where an IAS has yet to establish is first determining the
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likely core home range and available space of that IAS.
Home-range size analyses (Garza et al. 2017) and
resource selection functions (Manly et al. 2007) could be
used together to predict the likely size and location of
animal home ranges, from which the functional response
model could account for non-focal resource availability,
focal resource characteristics, consumer attributes, and
environmental variables to predict crop use and damage.
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